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Abstract:
An epileptic seizure is a neurological disorder caused by abnormal activity of nerve cells

in the brain. Epileptic seizures may happen while the patient is awake or asleep, and may cause
loss of consciousness, falling, or massive muscle spasms. Frequent seizure events are dangerous
as it can cause extreme injury and even death. Since the period of most seizures is less than two
minutes, it is impossible to directly monitor all patients at risk of seizure. Devices have been
developed such as electroencephalogram (EEG), and mattress pressure sensors to detect seizures
and alert caregivers. Despite all the benefits of these systems, these systems cannot accurately
detect seizures. EEG and ECG are impractical and not suitable for long term seizure detection
and mattress pressure sensors do not allow for accurate detection in all patients as a weight
threshold must be reached for the sensors to detect movement. To address this researchers have
developed wearable devices that combine ECG and Photoplethysmography (PPG) to monitor
and detect seizure events [1]. PPG is an optical technique that uses a light source and a
photodetector at the surface of the skin to measure the volumetric changes in blood circulation
which allows for the detection of heart rate [2]. PPG is also being combined with wearable
devices and video to allow for an innovative seizure detection system.  In this literature review,
traditional methods of seizure detection such as EEG, mattress pressure sensors, video-based
detection, and integrating PPG with wearable devices to detect seizures will be discussed and
compared to understand and further appreciate seizure detection systems.

Introduction:
Seizures are one of the leading brain diseases that do not have a cure. Seizures can

happen to all individuals of varying ages from infants to adults, and they're currently is not a
consistent detection system. Throughout the year's researchers have developed detection systems
to detect when the individual will have a seizure allowing for an alert system. These alert
systems are important as they allow for the individual to seek a safe place. The individual must
seek a safe environment as once the seizure begins the individual has no control over their body.
The seizure events can result in uncontrollable repetitive motion, shaking, and falling. This is
especially dangerous if the seizure is about to occur and the individual is driving or eating. There
must be a discussion of the current seizure detection systems out there and future applications of
detection systems.

Methods and Results:
EEG:

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disorders and detection is crucial for
treatment. Epileptic seizures occur at any time and can be fatal as the person loses all
consciousness at any moment. Unfortunately this disease has no treatment, however advanced
diagnosing allows for the improved medication and improved quality of life for these patients.
EEG is one of the oldest detection systems for seizures. EEG works by measuring voltage
changes between electrodes placed along the subject's scalp that measure current flow through



neurons in the brain. From this doctors are able to detect abnormal brain activity and further
make diagnosis. Before discussing current methods that use EEG for detection of seizures, it is
important to discuss how EEG works and its applications for a myriad of brain disorders.

When an EEG exam is ordered the patient is required to have electrodes placed on the
surface of their scalp. The electrodes measure the absolute electrical potential generated by the
neurons on the underneath the cerebral cortex[4]. EEG measures pyramidal cells or pyramidal
neurons which are primarily located in layer 3 and layer 4 of the cerebral cortex, these cells
transform synaptic input into action potential. There are both excitatory and inhibitory action
potentials (EPSPs/ IPSPs). Excitatory action potentials are generated after neuronal
depolarization and inhibitory action potentials are generated after hyperpolarization. The
summation of these excitatory and inhibitory action potentials creates an electrical field with
positive and negative dipoles, and these dipoles are parallel to the pyramidal cells. EEG
measures the summation of these signals [4].

Although EEG is known for its use in detection of epileptic seizures, and is also used for
classifying and localizing the onset of a seizure. Localized seizures also known as focal seizures,
which are seizures that arise from abnormal neuronal activity from a localized area of the brain
[5]. EEG can also be used for diagnosing brain tumors, brain damage (from injuries),
inflammation of the brain, stroke sleep disorders. Interestingly, EEG can also be used for
anesthetic procedures to monitor the depth of anesthesia during vascular surgery [6].

Although there are benefits of using EEG for seizures, there are some challenges. It has
been found that EEG of patients with epileptic seizures and those with not have some overlap of
patterns in the EEG signal [4]. This causes problems as there needs to be a distinct difference
between a healthy patient and non-healthy for diagnosis, so if we do not have this it causes
ambiguity in diagnosis and requires further diagnostic exams. The other limitation of using EEG,
is that an expert is needed to analyze the chart. This is very time-consuming and a human might
have misdiagnosis.

To address some of EEG’s limitations researchers are using machine learning methods
such as computational neural networks to detect seizure events instead of manual feature
extraction. In the study, a convolutional neural network based on raw EEG data instead of feature
extraction was used to distinguish ictal, preictal, and interictal segments for epileptic seizure in a
total of 21 patients with medically intractable focal epilepsy. The database was retrieved from
Physionet called CHB-MIT and another called Frieburg database was obtained from hospital
data in Germany [16]. Preictal is before the onset of seizure, ictal is during seizure onset, and
interictal is defined as period between a seizure. There were a total of three types of experiments
which involved binary classification (experiment 1: preictal vs interictal) and (experiment 2:
interictal vs ictal), and the third experiment which was interictal vs ictal vs preictal. Using
frequency domain signals for the Frieburg database the  accuracy for the first experiment was
96.7%, the accuracy for the second experiment was 95.4% and the accuracy for the last
experiment was 92.3%[16] . Using time domain signals for the Frieburg database the  accuracy
for the first experiment was 91.1%, the accuracy for the second experiment was 83.8% and the



accuracy for the last experiment was 85.1%[16]. Using the CHB-MIT for the frequency domain
database the accuracy for the first experiment was 95.6%, the accuracy for the second
experiment was 97.5% and the accuracy for the last experiment was 93% [16].  Using the
CHB-MIT database for the time domain the accuracy for the first experiment was 59.5%, the
accuracy for the second experiment was 62.3% and the accuracy for the last experiment was
47.9% [16].The results are shown in the table 1 below.

Table 1: Frequency domain signal results for all patients in the Freiburg database [16]. Granted
permission from Frontiers in Neuroscience through Creative Commons. No change was made to the
figure.

Overall in both databases the  network was able to more accurately identify seizure in
frequency domain. This tells us that the frequency domain is more accurate in detection of
seizure events in comparison to time domain. One limitation of using convolutional neural
networks is the need for large volumes of data, and in this study large volumes of continuous
EEG recordings for deep learning. Another thing that was not mentioned is the variation in the
patients, and how that can affect the results. There are different regions in the brain where the
seizures occur for each subject, the patients vary depending on age, their sexes and more. This
should be investigated in further studies, for example maybe building a network around the
individuals physical characteristics might result in higher accuracy.

In another study similar to Zhou et al (2018) , researchers focused on two different
databases to build their neural network to detect seizures: CHB-MIT, and EPILESPIAE. The
results showed an average accuracy and specificity values of 99.3% and 99.6%, respectively, for
the CHB-MIT dataset, and corresponding values of 98.0% and 98.3% for the EPILEPSIAE
patients. Although the researchers focused only on feature domain extraction, the study tells us
that there is high accuracy and specificity with neural networks. In the future, physicians can rely
entirely on detecting seizures with computers, or can rely on computers to confirm diagnosis.



The limitations in this study as with any deep learning is the computational cost to run these
programs especially during the training phase. Nonetheless deep learning provides a promising
future for seizure detection.

Mattress Pressure Sensors:
For patients that are not hospital bound there is a need for constant monitoring of seizure

events, especially those that occur at night away from caretakers. The development of mattress
pressure sensors allows for caretakers to not monitor the patient throughout the night, and instead
get notified by the pressure sensors on the patient’s mattress. Electromechanical film also known
as Emfit® , is a mattress pressure sensor that is triggered by rhythmic motor activity of specific
frequency, duration and intensity. The way that the mattress pressure sensor works is through
ballistography (BCG), which is a technique that produces graphical representation of movement
through the ejection of blood into the vessels with each heartbeat [7]. In other words heart beats
can be induced through repeated motion, and ballistography can measure the mass movements
through the measurements of the mass of circulating blood and the heart during the cardiac cycle
[7].  During atrial systole, when blood is pumped through large vessels in the heart the center
mass of the body moves towards the head of the body, however when the blood is moving
toward the peripheral vessels, the center mass of the body is toward the feet. The shifting of the
center of mass contributes to the ballistography waveform because blood distribution changes
[7]. Figure 1 below [9] shows an example of a typical BCG waveform.

Figure 1: Example BCG waveform [17]. No changes were made to the original figure. Permission granted
by Scientific Reports through Creative Commons License.

Most devices today that measure acceleration BCG, as the sensors measure the force
(mass * acceleration). The extrema of the BCG waveform is labeled as H, I, J, K, L, M, N. The H



phase refers to pre-ejection, the I,J,K section refers to ejection, and the L,M,N section refers to
diastolic [8].

Researchers wanted to assess the specificity and sensitivity of Emfit® in the adult patient
population by comparing it with the gold-standard of seizure detection video-EEG (vEEG)
monitoring [10]. Seventy-nine patients were recruited over a 15 month period, and the sensors
were placed under the mattress for and was repeated for each new patient. If a patient exerted
force on the mattress, the mattress sensor would detect this force and report the force as a
voltage. The monitor reports a signal based on the frequency, intensity and duration of force
applied to mattress sensors. Each patient also had a corresponding video-EEG recorded, so that
the Emfit data and the vEEG were compared. Of the 79 patients, 51 patient’s data was analyzed,
the remaining 28 were excluded due to experimental issues such as faulty set up. The results
showed that out of the 3741 hours of vEEG recording, there were a total of 132 events that
resulted in Emfit activation. These included 16 true positives, 93 true negatives, 21 false
positives, and 2 false negatives. The subgroup of nocturnal events included 8 true positives and
20 true negatives. Since the data showed no false positive this makes the device 100% sensitive
and specific to generalized convulsions that occur during sleep [10]. The researchers also noted
that there was no statistically significant difference in the detection rate of generalized
convulsions during day and night hours.

One limitation of the study is that the researchers did not mention how the sensitivity of
the pressure sensors varies for different weight thresholds. The reason mattress pressure sensors
are not a universal solution for seizure detection is because there needs to be a certain threshold
to detect the movements. For patients that do not reach the threshold there would be a lower
sensitivity. This is why infants often do not have pressure sensors to detect seizures and often
rely on EEG for the detection and diagnosis of seizures. Further studies should evaluate how the
pressure sensors can be adjusted to increase the sensitivity for infants.

Video-based detection:
With the era of technology and improved video quality, the development of video-based

detection has allowed for both in-home and hospitals to use video to detect seizures without the
need for pressure sensors, wearable devices or EEG. Researchers investigated the detection of
seizures using real-time video-detection of nocturnal convulsive seizures. The researchers
created an algorithm that calculates the relative frequency content based on group velocity
reconstruction from video-sequence optical flow. The researchers used the algorithm on 22
children between ages of 3 to 17 years old. The algorithm was applied at home or in a residential
care setting. The algorithm focuses on detecting specific patterns of convulsion that is indicative
of seizures, and if the output signal exceeds a previously defined threshold then an alarm is set.
A flow diagram below shows the steps of how the video is continuously being processed.



If the output signal is greater than previously determined threshold of 0.51 for greater than 4 seconds an
alarm occurs.
Figure 2: flow diagram of the video-based detection algorithm

The researchers validated the algorithm with long-term night videos of children with
refractory epilepsy. The algorithm was able to detect 118 out of the 125 seizure events, with a
total of 81 false alarms in six children [10]. The researchers claim that the false alarms were due
to behavior-related movements of the child during their sleep. In conclusion the researchers
confidently claim that the non-contact video-based detection algorithm is able to detect reliably
nocturnal epileptic seizures with a limited number of false alarms.

One of the concerns of video-based detection is whether the algorithm is able to work on
individuals of darker skin tones. There was no mention of this in the paper, however this is a
universal problem with video-based detection algorithms. Another thing that the paper failed to
mention is the age range for the exclusion criteria of the patients. The patients were between 3-11
years old, the question arises whether similar results would be seen in another age group. One
other concern is whether similar results would be seen in another category of seizures as the
study focused on nocturnal convulsive seizures.

In another paper researchers investigated video-based detection algorithms but integrated
deep learning. Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning that focuses on using multiple
layers to extract higher-level features from raw data. Deep learning is very beneficial in the field
of medicine as it allows computers to make predictions and even diagnose diseases. Yang et al
(2021) wanted to improve upon video-based detection by integrating deep learning. The
researchers state that most video-detection systems rely on hand-designed features, and by using
deep learning we can avoid having to rely on manual feature detection. In the study the
researchers identified 76 generalized tonic clonic seizures (GTCS) from 37 patients who all
underwent long-term video EEG monitoring as well as interictal video data from the same
patients, and 10 full night seizure-free recordings. The researchers were able to evaluate the
performance of the algorithm based on individual video-frames (convolutional neural
networks-CNN) or video sequences (CNN and long-short term memory networks-LSTM). The
researchers found that by combining CNN and LSTM the video based detection system



performed better with a mean sensitivity of 88% for each individual and a 92% mean sensitivity
across all the patients [11]. The figure below illustrates the results for sensitivity, specificity,
number of seizures, and total time of video data for all 37 patients.

Figure 2: Detection performance results. A, Sensitivity. B, Specificity. C, Number of seizures for each
patient. D, Total duration of video data for each patient [11]. Permission granted for use by IEEE Journal
of Biomedical Health Informatics. No changes made to the original figure.

One concern of the detection system is similar results would be seen in other categories
of seizures. The researchers did state that they focused on GTCS as it is the most common
occurrence seen in patients. The researchers also state that GTCS is most favorable for
video-based detection due to their characteristic motor movements that video-based algorithms
can pick up. In either case further studies should focus on finding performance of the
video-based algorithm for different seizures as a video-based detection system as there is so
much data out there deep learning is becoming integrated in many algorithms for disease
detection.

Photoplethysmography and wearable devices:
Before discussing photoplethysmography in combination with wearable devices to detect

seizure events there needs to be a discussion on how photoplethysmography (PPG) works.
Photplethysmography, also known as pulse oximeter waveform, is amplified by light absorption
by local tissue over time [12]. PPG uses infrared light to measure volumetric blood circulation in
localized tissue.  Most devices such as the Apple Watch use PPG to detect heart rate. Typically
these devices have a light source and a photodetector. The light source emits the infrared light to
the surface of the tissue and the photodetector measures the reflected light from the tissue [13].
The reflected light is proportional to the blood volume variations [14]. The reason this works is
because arteries are able to absorb light better than surrounding tissues. Naturally as the arteries



contract in each heartbeat and heart pressure , the intensity of the absorbed light rises and falls
and PPG is able to detect the changes in the absorbed light. The figure 3 below illustrates how
PPG works. On the top is low pressure from the arteries, which means that more of the light  will
be reflected, on the bottom there is greater pressure from the arteries which means that less light
will be reflected.

Figure 3:  Illustration of how the photodetectors receive light from the emitter with varying arterial
pressure [14]. No changes were made to the figure.

To compare PPG with traditional methods of seizure detection, researchers have
developed two wearable devices, one based on ECG and the other based on PPG and compared
the sensitivity of the wearable devices with only ECG which is used and referred to as the
“hospital system”. The algorithm of the wearable devices classified the seizures based on the
heart rate features. There were 11 patients total with temporal lobe epilepsies.  It was found that
the sensitivities of the hospital system, the wearable ECG device, and the wearable PPG device
were respectively 57%, 70%, and 32% [1]. It was also found that the false-alarms per hour were
1.92 for hospital systems, 2.11 for wearable ECG, and 1.80 for wearable PPG.

The authors mentioned that they focused the study on temporal lobe epilepsies as those
have significant autonomic nervous system changes especially in the cardiovascular. Figure
below shows the significant heart rate changes for patient 4 during the seizure event.



Figure 4: Example of seizure patient 4 [1], no changes were made to the figure. Permission for
use granted by MDPI Open Access License.

It is clear from the low sensitivity of PPG, that the ECG wearable device and the hospital
system performed much better. The low sensitivity of the PPG according to the authors is based
on motion artifacts and claim that 55% of seizures could not be detected due to the interference
from motion. This is the limitation of PPG that was mentioned earlier, during activity there may
be movement and the sensors are not stable in their position. The authors found this limitation in
their study with a low sensitivity of the PPG wearable device. The placement of the device was
on the dominant hand on the wrist, which is subject to a lot of motion. Further studies need to be
done to investigate the placement of the device on an area that is not subject to too much motion.
Overall, the study showed that the ECG systems are far superior to PPG, and resulted in greater
sensitivity.

In another study, researchers analyzed PPG signals from patients with generalized tonic
seizures. There were a total of 174 patients. The patients were required to wear PPG devices on
their wrist or ankle during EEG long-term monitoring. The researchers analyzed three time
periods, baseline, pre seizure, and post seizure. Baseline is defined 30 minutes before a seizure



event, pre seizure is a few minutes before and post-seizure is after a seizure event.  The
researchers observed an increase in the PPG frequency pre- and post seizure periods. There was a
0.22Hz increase in pre seizure and 0.58Hz post seizure, as a baseline seizure-free frequency was
found to be 0.05 Hz [3].

Although the study did not focus on the detection of the seizure events, this study is
important for understanding how we can use PPG as a biomarker for seizure events. There is still
not a solid system that detects seizures before an event. The results in this paper indicate that
PPG is a promising biomarker and further studies could investigate how increased frequency in
PPG can be indicative of a seizure and help alarm patients before a seizure event occurs. This
would help patients tremendously, as most detection systems only detect seizures during an
event, by having a system alert patients before a seizure event, the patient has a higher chance of
seeking a safe place before the seizure onset.

Discussion:
When comparing the seizure detection systems mentioned above it is clear that some

systems are more convenient than others. The EEG system is ideal if there is an expert that can
read the scans and if a seizure event occurs during the time of the test. It is not convenient in
areas that do not have the system such as a patient’s home. It is also very uncomfortable for the
patient to wear for long periods of time. There is then a move toward video detection systems,
these systems can detect seizure events from video and can alert care takers that the individual is
having a seizure in real time. This is far superior in comparison to the EEG system as there is no
need for an expert to watch the videos, instead the system itself can detect the seizure events.
The video detection systems have become far more superior with the incorporation of data
mining algorithms such as neural networks that can use a patient’s data and create better
detection systems. However, there are limitations with the video detection systems in infants and
individuals with darker pigmentation. Oftentimes the infants do not have a large surface area for
the video to pick up the variations in the heart beat to detect a seizure. For individuals with
darker pigmentation there needs to be higher levels of light brightness for the video to detect
face. Video detection does offer a solution to the uncomfortable EEG electrodes, but may not be
ideal for overnight detection. There is then the move toward mattress pressure sensors, these
sensors are placed underneath the mattress of the patient, and detects seizures with movement.
This has allowed for a detection of seizures overnight, however not all seizures result in
repetitive movement that the mattress pressure sensors need to detect the seizures. This has
allowed for the creation of wearable devices that detect seizures, these wearable devices have
PPG integrated in them that detect heart rate. The variations in the heart rate can be detected
from the device as a seizure event and alert the patient. However, PPG uses a light source and
this light source often does not penetrate as deep in individuals with darker pigmentation.

Conclusion:



Overall, the seizure detection systems mentioned above have their benefits some more
convenient than others. It is important that there are improvements to the seizure detection
system. It is necessary there be a detection system for all individuals no matter the age, skin
color and type of seizure. Detection systems are incredibly important for these patients to seek a
safety place before the seizure onset. This is also crucial because there is currently not a system
out there that can detect seizures before an event. Although PPG is a promising biomarker, there
is hope that further applications could investigate PPG in detecting seizure events before they
occur.
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